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POVERTY AND ITS AFFECT
ON CHILDREN'S BRAIN
SCANS
Recently, I read about 'A N ovel Effort to See
H ow Poverty Affects Young Brains' (Katsnelson,
2021). This article is significant in the overall
theory of brain scans because it is thought that
any acquired diseases suffered in childhood or
any bullying experienced by children, affects
their brain structure from childhood and
onward.
In fact, if one grows up in poverty we
understand there are possible inequities in
educational achievement, health and
employment as compared to one who does not
grow up in poverty.This translates to the
following. The surface area of the brain's outer
layer of cells is smaller e.g. with respect to
language and
impulse
control for a child growing up in poverty than for a child not growing
up in poverty. M ore specifically, the hippocampus which is found in
the temporal lobe section of the brain has a major role in learning and
in memory studies.Such studies have shown that the hippocampus gets
affected by neurological and psychiatric disorders (Anand & Dhikov,
2012).When the hippocampus is damaged by such disorders, a child's
memory and space orientation are affected. This means as related to
the poverty environment, inadequate nutrition, high stress, low quality
education can affect brain and cognitive development.
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This particular question of analyzing
deprivation and neglect in children, which is
characteristic of poverty environments, and its
affect on children's psychological development,
raises concerns on a child's brain development,
electrical brain activity and brain size. With
this in mind, if parents who raise their children
in poverty surroundings are compensated by a
regular stimulus check- as has been happening
during the COVID pandemic, I am questioning
whether this check received at certain intervals
from the federal government, will compensate
for poverty and neglect felt by children
growing up in poverty- stricken environments- - and whether the check received by parents in these
environments will truly affect the brain size of their children. This remains to be seen.
Generally, neurofeedback or EEG electroencephalogram
feedback is a therapeutic intervention that provides feedback to
the child by assessing the child's brainwave activity, which
reflects the impoverished environment of the child. Sound and
visual signals retained from the EEG, are then used to
effectively retrain these brain signals in a psychotherapeutic
setting.
N eurofeedback for children who are bullied, or for children
exhibiting symptoms of depression, anxiety, or other
psychological trauma has shown to be effective. We suggest that
the neurofeedback technique be used directly than the
submission of a federal stimulus check which is delivered at given times, for children growing up in
poverty- stricken homes. In the long run, the brainwave activity of children in such settings will improve
through neurofeedback and behaviors will be positively impacted.
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